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CHAPTER I 

NEURAL NETWORKS 

Since the development of computer technology, methods have been developed and 

investigated to mimic the processes of the human brain. The human brain is a collection 

of billions of neurons interconnected with each other. Interconnected neurons are 

modeled with artificial neural networks (ANNs or NNs). Neural networks, 

mathematically speaking, are a system of linked parallel equations that are solved 

simultaneously and iteratively. Initial research can be found in papers by McCulloch-

Pitts (1943), Hebb (1949), Rosenblatt (1958), Minsky-Papert (1969), and Hopfield 

(1982). Since 1982, research into neural networks has exploded and the use of neural 

networks to solve complex nonlinear problems has expanded (from pattem recognition to 

actual learning to playing games). Many different neural network architectures (the 

feedforward network, CMAC, Hopfield network, Kohonen network) have been 

developed to aid in the solution of these problems. In this paper, we are interested in the 

feedforward network. 

As stated, neural networks are conceptually parallel processes. They are typically 

organized into layers. For feedforward neural networks, the layers can be classified into 

three groups: 

1. input layer (or layer 0) 

2. output layer (layer N+1) 

3. hidden layers (layers 1,2,.. .,N). 

^ 



In each layer, there are a number of intercormected neurons. Each neuron receives 

signals from other neurons in the previous layer through complex interconnections. Note 

that these neurons do not influence the neurons in a previous layer, thus, feedforward 

neural networks can be viewed ^ directed graphs, as shown in Figure 1.1. 

Figure 1.1 A simple schematic of a neural network 

The processing unit of each neuron receives input signals jc = [jCj, jCj,..., ̂ „ ], fi'om the 

previous layer, along with a bias term, 6. The input signals jc are scaled by the weights 

Wj = [Wji, Wj2,.-., ŵ „ ] e W, where W is the weight space. Note that the bias can be 

viewed as an input with a connection weight of+1. AU the weighted input signals are 

summed, 5,. = Y", w.,x, +0,. = vP,̂ 3c+0, which is the input to an activation function, the 

output of each neuron j . The activation function is a monotonically non-decreasing and 

differentiable function. The activation fiinctions for layers 1,2,..., N+1 is a sigmoidal 

function. Figure 1.2 shows this input output relation of a tieuron. 
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Fig 1.2 The activity of each neuron in the hidden and output layers 

Some commonly used sigmoid functions are: 

/ ( ^ ) = 
1 

l+exp(-jc) 
(1.1) 

or 

f{x) = tanh(:c) (1.2) 

or 

/ ( ^ ) = 
1 jc>0 

0 x<^. 
(1.3) 

Notice for equation (1.1), — / ( A : ) = / ( X ) ( 1 - / ( ; C ) ) and for equation (1.2), 
dx 

— f{x) -\-f'^{x), both of which can easily be shown by taking a simple derivative. 
dx 

y^ • ^ 



Pattems are presented to the network via the input layer which, communicates to one or 

more hidden layers where the actual processing is performed through a system of 

weighted connections. 

It has been proven that a three-layered feedforward neural network (one input layer, 

one hidden layer, and one output layer) can leam any complicated continuous nonlinear 

function (Cybenko, 1989). However, there is no theory or training algorithm to 

determine the exact number of nodes (and/or layers) required to solve a given problem. 

At the present time, the design of the neural network to solve a particular problem 

involves subjective judgments and numerical experimentation. 

As stated, three-layered feedforward neural networks can solve complicated problems 

such as the inverted pendulum problem or the XOR pattem recognition problem. The 

output of a neural network is given by the following pseudocode: 

/*L is the number of layers, 1 is the current layer, Â , is the number of 

neurons in a layer, o is the output of a neuron*/ 

for(l=l;l<L;l++) 

{ 

/*Steps through the neurons in layer 1, where Â , is the number of 

neurons in layer 1*/ 

forO=i;j<A^,;j++) 

{ 

/*Sum over the neurons in the previous layer*/ 

5" ' ^ 0 



for (i=l;i< Â ,_, ;i++) 

{s'j^s'^+w'^^xo'-'} 

/*Add the bias term*/ 

/*Compute the activation function*/ 

if (layer==input) 

o] ^ -; 

else 

o'j^[l-texpi-x'j)]}}. 

Now consider a neural network with 2 input neurons, one hidden layer with 3 neurons, 

and one output neuron. As before let x = [x,, jCj ] be the input vector. In the hidden layer, 

each node m= 1,2,3 receives V . x-w-^ as the input. If a bias term is needed, the input is 

V x-w-^ +6^ . But note that if another input state is added to the input vector, XQ =-\-\ 

and WQ^ = 6^ is the value of the weight connecUon, then X,=o" '̂̂ "" ~ 2,=i'^'^"" '^^^ • 

The output of neuron m in the hidden layer is given by f( ̂ '^^ x.w.̂ , -i- 9^ ). The output of 

the m neurons in the hidden serve as the input states (scaled with the connection weights) 

to the output neuron, i.e. XLi^*i-^^X=i^'^'* •^^oJ + ̂ 4 • ^y applying the sigmoidal 

function to this sum, the output of the neural network is computed. 



The power behind neural networks is not the simplicity of computing a result. The 

power behind this mathematical structure is to "tune" the neural network to produce the 

result desired (actually the result desired is an acceptable tolerance error with the 

expected output). This "tuning process" is the leaming mle for the neural network. 

Leaming mles are contained in most neural networks and modify the weights of the 

connections according to the input pattems that are presented to the neural network. 

Neural network leaming rules can be placed in two categories: (1) Unsupervised 

leaming; and (2) supervised leaming. Unsupervised leaming relies on the guidance 

obtained heuristically by the system examining different sample data or environment. In 

other words, only the input is the stimulus for the neural network. However, supervised 

leaming is a Pavlovian experience for the neural network. Not only is the input supplied 

to the neural network, but the expected output is also known. We will be concentrating 

on supervised leaming. 

It is easier to visualize a neural network as the leaming of the input/output mapping of 

a system (Chow, Sharpe et al. 1993). Recall that the input of the system is the vector 

x = [x^,X2,...,xJ^ and the corresponding outputs as y = [yi,y2,--,ymY- Let M be the 

mapping of the input space X ={xe X \x = [x^,X2,.'.,x^Y} and to the output space 

Y = {y(x)e Y\y = [y^,y2,-",y„,],xE X} such that M :X ^Y. Let an artificial neural 

network leam such mapping M. The actual output of the ANN is denoted as 

y = {x\w)eY parameterized with weight vector we W , the weight space, and the given 

input X. The network training represents M through the input/output relation with a 

small tolerance by adjusting the weights. Mathemafically, this is represented as 



min II \{x\ Vi')- v(x) II 

where y{x) is the desired output for some appropriate norm II • II. In most cases the 

difference between the actual output and the desired output is never zero: hence a small 

tolerance is acceptable to claim the ANN trained. Mathematically, this is 

II y{x I vv) - y{x) \\< £ where e is the tolerance. 

To train an ANN, P input/output measurements are computed from the mapping M 

and are used as the training examples of the neural network. Chow (1991) discusses the 

use of leaming theory to estimate the sufficient value of training examples, P, needed to 

train an ANN within a specific threshold value. The measurements 

{ix^,y^),(x2,y2),—,{Xp,yp)} of x and y{x) = M{x) can be obtained easily. The ANN 

training technique consists of training an ANN to leam M based on the input/output 

measurements. In the terminology of neural networks, Xp is the p-th input pattem, 

yp = y(Xp) is the corresponding output pattem and (Xp,yp) is the p-th training pattem. 

Assume there are P input/output training pattems available to train the neural network. 

The training process of the neural network can be mathematically expressed, for a 

quadratic error function, as 

min II ypixp I w)-y(Xp)\\,= imn --Yf (yix I w) - v(x ))". 

Let e be the error tolerance to indicate successful training, i.e., II y{x I vv) - y{x) \\< e . 

Now let e indicate the training error for pattem p for p=l,2,.. .P, and define it as 

^p = ^(^p' ^) =" y(^p' ^ ) - >'(-^;.)" • 



During training, the goal will be to minimize the error for all training pattems. Therefore, 

the training error of the network as a quantity E is defined as 

^^ )̂=7X'=,̂ -̂̂ ) 

And training the feedforward neural network minimizes the function E{w). 

There are many supervised leaming algorithms; however, we will concentrate on the 

widely (wildly) used backpropagation algorithm. Backpropagation (Rumelhart et al, 

1986) is a supervised process that occurs with each epoch (i.e., each fime the neural 

network is presented with a new input pattem or a group) through a forward fiow of 

outputs and the backward error propagation of weight adjustments. 

As simple as the algorithm appears, backward propagation is a much more involved 

technique. Essentially, backward propagation performs a gradient descent within the 

solution's vector space towards a global minimum along the steepest vector of the error 

surface. The global minimum is the theoretical solution with the lowest possible error. 

The error surface is a hyperparaboloid but is seldom smooth. In most problems, the 

solution space is littered with pits and hills that may cause the neural network to settle in 

a local minima which may or may not be the best overall solution. Since the nature of the 

error space cannot be known at the beginning of training, neural network training requires 

a large number of individual mns (epochs) to determine the best solution. Most leaming 

mles have built in terms to assist in the process that control the speed and momentum of 

leaming. The speed of leaming is actually the rate of convergence between the current 

solution and the global minimum. The momentum assists the neural networks to avoid 



obstacles such as local minima in the error surface and settle at or near the global 

minimum. 

Mathematically, backpropagation is little more than application of the chain mle and 

gradient descent. There are a number of ways to derive this algorithm. Clearly, 

Rumelhart's introduction of the algorithm is one method, but le Cun proposed another 

method that is based on Lagrangian formalism where backpropagation is derived as an 

optimization on nonlinear constraints. The Lagrange function is the sum of an output 

function and a constraint term that describes network dynamics. 

Leaming in backpropagation occurs in two steps. First each input vector, Ip, is 

propagated forward to compute an output vector. Second, gradient descent is used to 

minimize the total error on the pattems in the training set. Let E denote the total error 

measure at the output layer where 

where y^ is the computed result of each neuron k, of the output layer of the neural 

network and d^ is the expected result. Hence a gradient of E is considered where 

dE 
V£.. = 

3W,.. 
y 

In the gradient descent method, weights are changed in proportion to the negative of the 

error derivafive with respect to each weight 



AW„=-„.^^ 

where r] G [0,11 is the leaming rate for the neural network. Clearly, weights move in the 

direction of steepest descent on the error surface defined by the total error measure. After 

the error on each pattem is computed, each weight is adjusted in proportion to the 

calculated error gradient backpropagated from the outputs to the inputsas shown in Figure 

1.3. This adjustment reduces the total error of the neural network. 

Now let 

^E dE az, 
AW,, = -rf-— = -77—-—^ = V^kX. 

aw^ az, dw.j 
where 

dE dE dy, 

dz, dy, dz^ 

yk =fU,) = 
l-Hexp(-zJ 

and z^ is the summing junction of neuron k. And the derivative of the total error measure 

with respect to y^ is given by 

dE 
= yk-dk 

dy, 

and 

so that O^ = y^ ( 1 - ŷ . )(y^ -d^) such that at the output layer, AW,.. =770^x, 
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Now backpropagating to the h hidden layer, \<h<N, 

for the branch connecting node i in the (h-1) layer to node j in the h layer. Thus, as a 

result of the output layer. 

dE dz, ^ dE dy. 
AW. = - 7 ] ! - = - 7 ] O J C . , . , =-77 

(/i+i) 
X. 

dz,dw,j ••-'""" - a y , , . , , az, •'" 

where the subscripts, h and h+1, indicate which hidden layer, and 

dE _^ dE â fc(/,+2) _ v a ^ d ^^^^ 
dy,(/,+l) k dZ^(;,+2) dy,(;,+i) k dZ^.(^^2) ")^i(/i+l) m 

where the summation over k is performed over the neurons of the next, h+2, layer that is 

connected to y . in layer h+1, whereas the summation over m is over all inputs to each 

neuron k in the h+2 layer. Then 

since only Ŵ .̂ is connected to ŷ . in layer h+1. Therefore, 

^jw =-^J,^kiH.^)^kJ=yjw(^-ym^J,^^h.^,^kJ 
OZj k k 

and thus AW;. =770.(^^x, which states that AW;̂ . is a funcfion of O and the weights in 

layer h+1 (although not carefully observed, note that h<h+l < A^). This algorithm shows 

that partial derivadves of E with respect to the hidden layer considered cannot be 

calculated. Hence, the partial derivafives of E with respect to the variables upstream, in 

11 



the direction of the output, is computed, which are the only ones that effect E. And 

propagating backward to the input layer would complete the derivation. 

The algorithm is very dependent on the leaming rate rj. The leaming rate should be 

picked large enough, where oscillation does not occur, which would offer the quickest 

leaming and less training fime. One method, to eradicate the possible oscillation, is a 

slight modificafion of the algorithm so that it would include a momentum term. The 

concept of momentum is that changes in the weights should influence the current 

direction of movement in the weight space. This concept is implemented by a revision in 

the weight update mle: 

dE 
AW,.(r + l) = - 7 7 ^ + Mw;^(0 

dW.j 

for some epoch t. With the momentum term, once the weights start moving in a 

particular direction of the weight space, they continue to move in that direction. 

Now once weight changes have been computed, the updates in the weights in the 

backpropagation algorithm can be done either after each pattem is propagated forward 

through the neural network or after all of the pattems have been presented. Now, if the 

the leaming rate is small, there are subtle differences between the two procedures. 

However, large leaming rates can produce substantial differences between the two 

procedures as the derivation of the backpropagation algorithm assumes that the error 

derivatives are summed over all of the pattems. This algorithm repeats continuously with 

the known input pattem x and with the target pattem d for all the training sets until 

adequate convergence is reached. With this adequate convergence, the neural network is 

now considered trained. 

12 



The nonlinear activation functions of neurons lend themselves naturally to the control 

of systems whose dynamics are highly nonlinear and unknown or uncertain. The inverted 

pendulum system is a benchmark nonlinear d5mamic system which is inherentiy unstable 

(i.e., open-loop unstable). The problem involves a dynamic system that consists of a cart 

with a stick hinged to its top (see Figure 1.4). 

Fig 1.4 Inverted Pendulum 

The equilibrium when the stick is vertical is obviously unstable - the stick will not 

remain upright without an input force. Ideally, the goal of the neural network is to 

calculate the force that is required for 6 ~0 and 
d0(t) 

dt 
~ 0. For this example fiiction is 

neglected and the weight of the stick is 1.0kg. Gravity will be variable depending on the 

user. 

The neural network involved in this simulation will have four inputs or state values: 

0, 0, x, and x. There is one hidden layer with five neurons, and an output layer with 2 

neurons. The output is the force necessary for 6-0. Friction between the cart and the 

13 



X-axis and friction between the pole and the hinge is neglected. The four state variables 

then can be described with the following equations: 

6 = 

X 

dO 

dt 

dx 

~~dt 

^_d ^ _{M -\-m)gsmd -cosOif -\-mie^ s'mO) 

— (M + m)l - ml cos^ 6 

.. d . f-mliecose-e^smO) 
x = — x = - ^ 

dt M +m 

where (again for the sake of simplicity), M (mass of the cart) = m (mass of the pole) = 1.0 

kilograms, and l=0.5m (half the length of the pole), f is the force applied to the cart, and g 

is the user-specified gravity. In order to balance the pole, for any given input state (0, 

0, X, i:), a reasonable force needs to be generated such that after applying it, the next 

state will be closer to the stable one (0,0,0,0). Therefore, each state is the input of the 

neural network and the desired force corresponding to this state is the output. The input 

state can be applied to the neural network, compare the output with the desired target, and 

train the network using backpropagation algorithm. 

The simulation has a graphical user interface. The user has control of the gravitational 

forces affecting the cart and the "stick," the strength that multiplies the output of the 

neural network, and the wind speed that effects the angular velocity of the pendulum. 

The pendulum itself moves in a closed area. The boundary of the applet on the left side 

along with the edge of the graph on the right side act as a wall. The graph is a plot of 

14 



three variables with respect to time. The current position of the cart on the x-axis, the 

current angle that the stick makes to the top of the cart (^ e [0,;r]), and the current force 

applied to the cart are plotted in an EKG-style plot. 

The system goes through four distinct phases. When the system is first initialized, it is 

in total chaos. It has no idea how to push the cart, so it pushes it in random directions. 

The neural network starts to leam the system. It manages to push it in the right direction, 

but after that it cannot compensate for pushing too hard. However, the system does leam 

to push the cart back and forth to balance the "stick" in an oscillatory manner. But the 

oscillations veer out of control and the "falls." Eventually, the system leams to damp the 

oscillations and gets to a state where the system balances the broom upright. 

In this simulation, the neural network basically functions as a "state predictor." The 

goal is to train it to predict the next state of the system, given the current state (6, 6, x, 

X). The predicted output is the force. For example, if the next angle is — radians, we 
36 

push right slightly. If the next angle is — radians,l we also push right, but also much 

6 

more strongly. We also make use of the next x coordinate to avoid hitting the walls. 

Once the sysem leams to balance the broom, the cart oscillates around the center of the x 

interval, trying to avoid hitting the walls (the endpoints of the interval). This seems like a 

repeat of the oscillation phase, but in this case much more slowly. CurrenUy, it is 

unknown whether the system can leam to keep the cart in the middle of the room. The 

states of this simulation are determined with real-valued weights and real-valued input 

15 



signals in the neural network. However, fuzzy weights and fuzzy input signals can be 

used to train neural networks that will be discussed. 
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CHAPTER n 

FUZZY SETS 

2.1 Introduction 

Traditional notions of set membership and logic have their origins in ancient Greek 

philosophy. The membership function is the classical characteristic function such that 

given any set U, there is a function X : t/ -> {0,1} where 

fl XEU 
X{x) = 

[0 x€U 

and X is known as a "crisp set." However, this function is somewhat Hmited. For 

example, consider a pile of seeds. Does 1 seed constitute a pile or 10 seeds or 325,000 

seeds? No characteristic function can be derived which would state if the pile existed. 

Another example is more mathematical: a small neighborhood around a point x or a 

sparse matrix. Again no characteristic function can be derived to characterize "small" 

or "sparse." Gradual relationships, therefore, cannot be described by the classical 

characteristic function. 

Again, it was the ancient Greeks who saw the abmptness of this logic scheme. Plato 

first laid the foundation for a more yielding choice of logic. He indicated a third region 

beyond "Tme" or "False" where gradual results existed. But it was Lukasiewicz, in the 

early 1900s, who first proposed a systematic alternative (tri-valued logic), and the 

mathematics, to the bi-valued logic of Aristotie. However, it was not until recently that 

the notions of infinite-valued logic took hold. In 1965, Lotfi Zadeh published his 

seminal work "Fuzzy Sets," which described the mathematics of fuzzy sets, and by 

extension, fuzzy logic (infinite-valued logic). This theory proposed making the 
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membership function (values of tme and false) operate over the entire interval [0.0,1 .Oj 

rather than the discrete set {0.0,1.0}. New operations for the calculus of fuzzy logic 

showed to be in principle at least a generalization of classical logic. Since 1965, the 

theory of fuzzy logic has grown with numerous results. However, for the purpose of 

this thesis, basic definitions will be presented to introduce the Extension Principle and 

fuzzy numbers used later in this work. 

2.2 Basics 

As stated earlier, a membership function ranges over the entire interval [0.0,1.01. 

More formally, a fuzzy set A defined in a universe X is described by the mapping 

A: X ^[0.0,1.0]. 

The membership function is denoted A(x). The condition A(x)=l denotes all the 

elements XG X that are fully contained in A. The condition A(x)=0 denotes all the 

elements XG X that definitely do not belong in A. The condition A(X)G (0,1) partial 

membership in A. 

Now consider two fuzzy sets A and B with membership functions A(x) and B(x) 

respectively. Then 

Ac:B^Aix)<B(x) VXGX. 

Other basic set operations are defined in the following way: 

1. Union {A^B)ix) = maxiA{x),B{x)) 

2. Intersection (A n B){x) = min(A(x), Six)) 

3. Complement A'{x) = l-A{x). 

18 



Note that if A(x) <B(x), then A' {x) > B' {x). 

2.3 Principles 

The next step is to consider a few principles from classical set theory ( A , 5 G X ): 

1. De Morgan' s Law, 

{AKJBY =A' nB" and {AnBY = A'KJB'; 

2. Distributive Rule, 

A n ( B u C ) = ( A n 5 ) u ( A n C ) 

A u ( B n C ) = ( A u 5 ) n ( A u C ) ; 

3. Absorption, 

( A n 5 ) u A = A; 

4. Idempotency, 

AnA = A; 

5. Exclusion, 

A u A ' = X 

Ar^A' =(p. 

Theorem:: For fuzzy sets A,BeX with membership functions A(x) and B(x) 

respectively, then properties 1,2,3,4 are satisfied and property 5 is not valid. 

Proof: 

I. DeMorgan's Law 

{AKjBy{x) = \-{AKjB){x) 

= l-msix{A{x),Bix)) 

19 



= min{\-Aix),l-Bix)) 

= A'{x)nB'{x) 

which shows that De Morgan's Law is valid for fuzzy sets (the second version is proved 

analogously). 

2. Distributive Law 

A{x) n (B u C)ix) = min(A(A:), (B u C){x)) 

= min(A(x),max(B(x),C(x))) 

= max(min(A(x),B(x)),min(A(x),C(x))) 

= max ((A n B)(x), (A n C)(x)) 

= (AnB)(x)u(AnC)(x). 

With an analogous method for the second version, the distributive law is valid for fuzzy 

sets A, B, and C. 

3. Absorption 

(A n B)(x) u A(x)=max(min(A(x),B(x)),A(x)). 

Consider two cases. 

Case 1. min(A(x),B(x))=A(x). Obviously max(min(A(x),B(x)),A(x))=A(x) and 

the result follows. 

Case 2. min(A(x),B(x))=B(x). In other words B(x)<A(x). Hence, 

max(min(A(x),B(x)),A(x))=A(x) and the result follows. 

4. Idempotency is clearly obvious where (A n A)(x)=A(x). 

5. Exclusion principles 

Case 1: The union of a fuzzy set and its complement is not the universe of 

20 



discourse: 

(A u A' ){x) = max(A(x), A' {x)) = max( A(;c),l - A(x)) = < 
A{x) A{x)> 

\-A{x) A{x)< 

]_ 

2j 

^X; 

Case 2: The intersection of a fuzzy set and its compliment is not necessarily the 

empty set 

(A n A' )(x) = rmniA(x), A' (x)) = min( A(x),l - A{x)) = < 
A{x) Aix) < ^ 

l-A{x) A{x)>-
2J 

^^0 

where 0 is the value that a membership function would give to the empty set. These last 

two properties are to be expected since fuzzy sets do not impose a dichotomy that is 

expected in bi-valued set theory. In fact, these two properties express an 

overlap/underlap that occurs between a fuzzy set and its complement. These two 

properties illustrate how well the fuzzy set an its complement cover the universe or 

become disjoint. Now consider A(x)=0.5. Then (AuA^)(x) = 0.5 and hence, the 

relation clearly indicates that there is no distinction between a fuzzy set and its 

complement. 

2.4 Alpha Cuts 

An alpha cut of a fuzzy set is defined as: 

A„={xeX\A{x)>a}, aG[0,l]. 

That is, the alpha cut of a fuzzy set A is the crisp set A„ that contains all the elements 

of the universal set X whose membership grades in A are greater than or equal to the 
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specified a . A„ is a crisp set because a particular value x either is or is not in the set. 

The following is a list of properties of a -cuts: 

1. Let A„̂  ={jcGXIA(;c)>a}. Then A„̂  c= A„ 

2. ( A n B ) „ = A „ n B „ and (Au i5 )„=A„u5„ 

3. a, < a 2 ^ A „ ^ c A„_ 

5- A ,̂ =(A,_J^=(AJ^ if a ;^i(«;^l) 

Properties of the membership function A(x). such as upper-semicontinuous, are 

generally required to provide well-behaved a -cuts. The a -cuts operation allows the 

conversion of a fuzzy set to its boolean counterpart. The elements with grades of 

membership greater than or equal to a are given a new value of one otherwise zero. 

Theorem: Any fuzzy set. A, can be expressed as a union of its alpha cuts, namely: 

a€[0,l] 

Proof The justification follows from proving: 

A(x) = SUp[o^aU)] 
ae[0,l] 

Since 

A{x) = 
fl aG[0,A(jc)] 

0 ae{A{x),\] 

then 
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sup {ccA^ (x)) = < 
ae[0.\] 

sup(a4„(.r)) aG[0,A(x)l 
a 

sup(cxA„{x)) O:G(A(X),11 
a 

= sup a 
ae[O.A(x)] 

= A(x). ® 

2.5 Fuzzy Number 

A special form of fuzzy sets are fuzzy numbers. Fuzzy numbers are fuzzy subsets of 

the real line. They have a peak or plateau with membership grades over which the 

members of the universe are completely in the set. A formal definition is given as 

follows: 

A fuzzy number A is a set in R such that 

1. there exists at least one XG R such that A(x)=l 

2. A is convex: \f y A[Xx+(l-Xy)]>Tmn{A{x),Aiy)) 
Xe[0,\]xeR 

3. A is upper semicontinuous 

4. A has bounded support where the support of a fuzzy set is given by 

supp(A)={xlA(x)>0 \fxe X}. 

The membership function in monotonically increasing towards the plateau and 

monotonically decreasing away from it. Fuzzy numbers come in a variety of shapes 

such as triangular, trapezoidal, and bell-shaped. 

A triangular fuzzy number N can be given by three numbers a<b<c where 
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Nix) = \ 

0 x<a 

(x-a) xe{a,b] 
b-a 

(x-c) xe[b,c) 
b-c 

0 x>c 

This fuzzy number can be denoted as N=(a/b/c). Notice that N is non-negative only 

when a>0. 

The basic concept of extending binary ariTheorem:etic operations to fuzzy numbers 

is the extension principle. Zadeh (1969) introduced the extension principle in his first 

paper on fuzzy sets. For a binary operation, 0, the membership function of the resulting 

fuzzy number C=AOB is given by the following equation: 

sup min{A{x),B{y)) 3x,y 3 z = xOy 
C{z) = \ . l i 

0 else 

With the extension principle, simple arithmetic such as addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, and division can be performed on fuzzy numbers. However, this is not 

the only representation of the extension principle. Other authors have used triangular 

norms to represent it. With any formulation of the extension principle, it is used to train 

neural networks that have fuzzy valued weights and/or fuzzy valued input signals. 

Furthermore, it has been shown that a neuron with fuzzy valued weights and fuzzy 

valued signals can be generalized as a crisp neuron. Hence, training is also done with 

fuzzy arithmetic which will be shown in Chapter IE. 
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CHAPTER m 

FUZZY NEURAL NETWORKS 

Although Zadeh, in 1969, first proposed the idea of fuzzy logic, the fusion of fuzzy 

sets and neural networks did not occur until, probably, 1974 when the authors, SC Lee 

and ET Lee, generalized the McCulloch-Pitt model. The authors generalized this model 

with values in the interval [0.0,1.0]. Afterwards, littie research was conducted on the 

fusion of these two technologies until 1985. In 1985, JM Keller and D. Hunt 

incorporated fuzzy membership function into the perceptron algorithm. And, in 1990, H. 

Takagi wrote a survey article that discussed the fusion of these two technologies. 

Following this survey, T. Yamakawaet al. developed the fuzzy neuron. The history of 

research into fuzzy neural networks had been scarce till the 1990s. Recentiy, fuzzy 

neural networks have been applied to a variety of real world problems such as pattem 

recognition and financial forecasting. 

T. Yamakawa's work on the fuzzy neuron is classified as a fuzzy neural network type 

1 (or FNNI). Fuzzy neural network type 1 has real-valued signals as inputs and each 

Wfj in the associated weight matrix is a fuzzy valued number. There are two other types. 

Fuzzy neural network type 2, denoted as FNN2, has fuzzy-valued signals as input values 

and ea.chW.j in the associated weight matrix is a real-valued number (and if desired a 

fuzzy valued threshold, but as discussed, this threshhold can be placed in the input layer 

with the connection weight +1). In 1992-1993, H. Ischibuchi et al., presented a series of 

articles that discussed training of the FNN2. Their algorithm consisted of the leaming on 
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the real valued weights performed by the a -cuts on the fuzzy input signals. 

Furthermore, they generalized this to a fuzzy neural network of type 3. Type 3 fuzzy 

neural networks, denoted as FNN3, consist of fuzzy signals as input values and each 

W(i,j) in the associated weight matrix is a fuzzy valued number. The authors, J J Buckley 

and Y. Hayashi, in a series of articles emphasized leaming algorithms and applications of 

FNN3s. One leaming algorithm they discussed was a fuzzy backpropagation algorithm. 

Although there are a variety of leaming algorithms for FNNi, i= 1,2,3, this thesis will 

concentrate heavily on FNN3. 

As stated, JJ Buckley and Y. Hayashi developed a fuzzy backpropagation algorithm 

for the FNN3. Let (X, ,7]) be the training set where X, = (X„, X,2) and 

X,j G [0.0,1.0]. X, are the inputs and T, is the desired output for 1G [1,L]. Let Y, be the 

actual output. It is assumed that X,̂ . and W^j are actually triangular fuzzy numbers such 

that Xij, 7), y, G [0,1] and W-j G [-1.0,1.0] where 7) and Y, are also triangular shaped 

fuzzy numbers. 

The error measure. 

E=^iif,-Y,y 
2tr 

needs to be minimized. However, due to fuzzy arithmetic, E^O even when T,-Y,=0 

V /. Furthermore, as in standard backpropagation, fuzzy backpropagation is an iterative 

process. Now let 7] G [?„,y,2] ^^^ assign £[0] = [-A,A] where 
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1 ^ 

^ l=\ 

Let e > 0 (and in most cases 0<e « 1 ) be an acceptable deviation from the value of E 

when r, - y, = 0 V/. The iterations cease to continue when £ G Q where 

Q = [-A-£,A + £]40,1]. 

Thus, they were able to fuzzify the standard delta mle in backpropagation to update the 

values of the weights. 

However, this algorithm had a severe flaw. This procedure will not converge to a 

correct set of weights since the weights that enable £ G ̂  do not make ?, close to 7] for 

all /. Obviously, they had the wrong tolerance measure to stop the iteration, which leads 

the procedure to converge to the wrong weights. 

JJ Buckley and Y. Hayashi developed another version of the backpropagation 

algorithm. In this new method, backpropagation of the individual a - cuts of the 

weights was performed. Let 

E[a] = [e,{a),e2{a)] 

W,.[a] = {W,,^{a),W2,{a)l 

The algorithm updates W^.j {a) and Wj,̂  {a) based on the partial derivatives e^ {a) and 

2̂ (Cf) with respect to Wi,̂  («) and W2,y {a) for different values of a G [0,1]. Again, this 

method is not flawless, because if the a - cuts and the weights are put together, the fuzzy 

set might not exist. Actually, the propagation algorithm updates the a - cuts of the 
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weights independently. Thus, there does not exist a constraint built in to guarantee that 

the new weights are actually fuzzy sets. 

Meantime, HY Ishibuchi et al., developed an or -cut based backpropagation. In their 

method, 

1. X^j are nonnegative fuzzy numbers 

2. the weights and bias terms (which can also be dealt with as before ) are 

symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers 

3. r is a fuzzy number. 

Now let 

f[a] = [r,, {a),ti2{(x)] - desired output 

Y[a] = [y,i (a), y,2 (oc)] - actual output 

^,[0] = [W.,,W2,]. 

Furthermore, 5 G [1,5], so that 

0<«i < a , <• • • ĉXs-i <0Cs ̂ l 

with the following error measure 

2 / = 1 5=1 

where 

E,,^ = ( ? / i ( « . ) - > ' / i ( « . ) ) ' 

Eis2 = U / 2 ( « 5 ) - > ' / 2 ( « . ) ) • 
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Thus, their algorithm was a standard backpropagation algorithm for the supports of the 

weights and bias terms. As before, partial derivatives are computed, and 
dw,, aw„̂  

which is similar to the delta-mle in standard backpropagation, which is in tum used to 

compute the new supports of the weights. The supports are known for the weights and 

bias terms, since these fuzzy sets are symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers. This procedure 

rapidly becomes more comphcated, since the partials of E with respect to the weights 

become more involved, if one or both of the following occur: 

1. weights are other types of fuzzy numbers (not symmetric triangular fuzzy 

numbers; 

2. Inputs are not nonnegative. 

In other words, this method cannot be applied if the weights (and/or inputs) are 

generalized fuzzy sets. 

The above two methods (training with a - cuts) dealt with triangular fuzzy weights 

and inputs (other shapes are trapezoidal, quadratic, etc.); however, Dunyak and Wunsch 

developed the idea of the fuzzy number neural networks with inputs, weights, and outputs 

as generalized fuzzy numbers. As they point out, developing algorithms to train neural 

networks for fuzzy weights is highly difficult since the requirement A^ c A^^ whenever 

a, >a2 • Clearly, this requirement results in a large number of constraints on the weight 

parameterizations. 

This large number of constraints is a result that each weight is a vector. Thus 
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large fuzzy number neural networks have the same difficulty in training as very large 

neural networks. Dunyak and Wunsch developed a method to reduce the dimensionality 

of networks before training. As stated before 

for s [1,S]. Each fuzzy number weight is represented by the endpoints of its -cuts for 

some discretization of the inequality. Their method is as follows: 

1. Train first using a small subset of ; 

2. Linear interpolation is used to calculate additional -cuts after successful training 

on the small subset of 

3. Retrain the network to tune these interpolated values 

4. Repeat the refinement as needed until the network is trained at the desired 

discretization of 

This method effectively reduces the dimensionality of the network during training. 

Recall that a crisp neuron (crisp in the sense of real-valued input signals, connection 

weights, and bias terms) can be represented by 

where is a bias term, is an element from the input vector, and is an element 

from the weight vector for neuron O in the layer for . With the use of 

the extension principle, the crisp neuron can be generalized as 

and 
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where as before, f( ) is the nonlinear function, are the weights, and are the 

inputs. If the inputs and the weights are normal fuzzy numbers. 

Notice that the output is also a normal fuzzy number. Again, f( ) is the usual sigmoidal 

nonlinearity; however, if a linear model is desired, f(x)=x. The equation is used to 

calculate the partial derivatives of output endpoints with respect to input and weight 

endpoints. 

Now consider the input-output fuzzy pattem pair with j= 1,2,3,...,m and 

and are dimensions of 1 and k respectively. Let be the output of 

dimensionality k of the network for input . Note that each component of , , and 

is described by its own membership function. As before, an error measure is 

needed to perform backpropagation. Dunyak and Wunsch used the following error 

measure: 

where , . This error measure is the square of the difference between the 

desired output and actual output. 
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With appropriate weights, the neural network can be trained to minimize this error 

measure. However, there exists a constraint on the behavior of the fuzzy weights. This 

constraint is based on fuzzy set theory. 

Notice that 

when > . The number of constraints is based on this inequality. 

To train a neural network with generalized fuzzy weights, Dunyak and Wunsch 

eliminate the constraints with the use of unconstrained weights. Recall that 

for s [1 ,S] and that fuzzy number weights are represented by the endpoints of its 

for some discretization of this inequality by interval endpoints 

with the following quadratic transformations: 
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and by letting 

effectively eliminates the constraints that result in fuzzy weight cuts that require 

With this transformation, Dunyak and Wunsch applied a discretized form (in ) of 

the error measure. Notice that the left and right cut endpoints are monotonic in w 

(since and are fuzzy numbers) the integral in the error measure can be 

numerically computed with, for example Simpson's Rule (although other methods can be 

used) with uniform spacing in the alpha cuts. Thus, an approximate error can be 

minimized and the fuzzy weights are now unconstrained. Thus, many training methods 

for crisp neural networks can be applied. For example, Dunyak and Wunsch use 

and 

Although training methods for crisp neural networks can be applied, the rate of 

convergence to crisp weights is rather slow. Thus, we consider a constrained 

backpropagation technique. 

Now consider a linear transformation. 
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where 

where is unconstrained and With the error measure as 

defined before, a discretization (in ) of the error measure is then applied. Since the 

output of the neural network and the target vector are fuzzy numbers, the endpoints of the 

alpha cuts are monotonic functions; thus, the integral in the error measure can be 

approximated with Simpson's mle (assuming the alpha cuts have a uniform spacing of 

) • 

The constrained gradient descent algorithm will be discussed generally (in terms of 
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g(x)), since the notation for is complex. Let be a set of 

vectors with non-negative elements. The algorithm is designed to calculate 

A linearization of g(x) is computed using the following 

where is the gradient descent step. Again, let be the leaming rate and 

the form of the gradient descent used in standard backpropagation is 

Now consider , the ball centered at the origin with radius (see 

Figure 3.1). 

Fig 3.1 The updates in the weights 
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Note that minimizes the linearization . Hence, 

However, there is a possibility that , which would violate the constraints. 

One method to correct this problem is to pick such that 

Therefore, all the constraints that were violated previously are now contained. However, 

this implementation may be difficult 

Consider the vector Let the rectangular set, , be defined as 

Let and since then 

. Again, there is a possibility 

that (see Figure 3.1). Hence, by applying the constraint, let 

Recall, from the gradient descent method, • If 

violates the constraint, then . Thus the optimization is given by 
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where the maximum is applied element-to-element, which 

completes the general constrained backpropagation algorithm. 

Now, with the linear transformation of the weights, and applying the general 

constraint backpropagation algorithm, there is a two-step process for updating the 

weights. First let (through a backpropagation step) 

where is an approximation of the error measure (adopted by Dunyak and Wunsch). 

Since this step may violate the constraints, i.e. may not be a fuzzy number, then 

apply the optimization This algorithm is easy to implement and the 

convergence to crisp weights is much faster than the unconstrained backpropagation 

algorithm. However, it becomes more difficult to used other advanced training 

algorithms. 

As stated in Chapter I, neural networks can solve the XOR problem, which can be 

generalized to solve the parity problem. The following table describes the XOR function: 

Table 3.1: 3-bit XOR function 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 

0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 

0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 

XOR 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 

The input to the neural network would be the vector . The outcome of the 

neural network would be +1 if there is only one bit with the value +1 and 0 otherwise. 
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Although Table 3.1 describes the 3-bit parity problem, we will examine the difference 

Between constrained and unconstrained backpropagation techniques with the 2-bit parity 

problem. Consider a neural network with 2 input neurons, one hidden layer with three 

neurons and one output neuron. Training this neuron with constrained backpropagation, 

the output convergences to a triangular-shaped-number that is equivalent to the targeted 

triangular shaped numbers at 4,000 epochs (see Figure 3.2). Now consider training the 

neural network with unconstrained backpropagation. After 4,000 epochs (see Figure 

3.3), the neural network has not converged to the targeted triangular shaped numbers. 

With a log-log plot of the error versus the training epochs (see Figure 3.4), we see that as 

the number of training epochs increase, the error of the constrained training is much less 

than the error of the unconstrained error. Furthermore, with small number of training 

epochs, the error difference is insignificant. This is to be expected since constrained 

training converges faster than unconstrained training. 

Although the above techniques decrease the number of parameters to pick during 

training, fuzzy number neural networks still have plenty of parameters to pick during 

training, since each weight is represented as a vector. Thus moderate to large fuzzy 

number neural networks have the usual problems as large neural networks. One method, 

that may be applied to the two discussed techniques, to overcome this situation is based 

on training on a very coarse a - level discretization (n=2) and then refining the trained 

network. 
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Fig 3.2 Constrained Backpropagation Epoch 4,000 
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APPENDIX 

SOURCE CODE FOR THE INVERTED PENDULUM SIMULATION 

The simulation of the inverted pendulum was developed using JAVA, compiled with 

Microsoft's Visual J++ Version 1.1. The code is listed below. 

// broom .Java 

import java.awt.*; 
import java.applet.*; 
import java.util.*; 

// broom is the class holding all of the AWT elements, 
public class broom extends Applet { 

nextState mnner; 
SceneCanvas scene; 
GraphCanvas graph; 
static Label gravL; 
static Label strL; 
static Label windL; 
static Label speedL; 
static Scrollbar gravS; 
static Scrollbar strS; 
static Scrollbar windS; 
static Scrollbar speedS; 
repository_obj repository = new repository_obj(); 
Random r_g = new Random(); 

public void init() { 

super.initO; 

//{{INrr_CONTROLS 
setLayout(new BorderLayout()); 
resize(300,300); 
//}) 

// applet setup... 
Panel buttonP = new Panel(); 
buttonP.setLayout(newFlowLayout()); 
buttonP.add(new Button("Forget All")); 
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buttonP.add(new Button("Reset Position")); 
addC'South", buttonP); 
Panel graphP = new Panel(); 
GridLayout gl = new GridLayout(2,2); 
graphP.setLayout(gl); 
add("Center", graphP); 
scene = new SceneCanyas(repository); 
graphP.add(scene); 
graph = new GraphCanvasO; 
graphP.add(graph); 
Panel sliders = new Panel(); 
sliders.setLayout(new GridLayout(4,1)); 
sliders.add(grayL = new Label("Gravity")); 
sliders.add(strL = new Label("Strength")); 
sliders.add(windL = new Label("Wind")); 
sliders.add(speedL = new Label("Sim Speed")); 
graphP.add(sliders); 
Panel sliders2 = new Panel(); 
sliders2.setLayout(new GridLayout(4,1)); 
sliders2.add(grayS = new Scrollbar(Scrollbar.HORIZONTAL, 3, 0, 0, 10)); 
sliders2.add(strS = new Scrollbar(Scrollbar.HORIZONTAL, 10, 0, 0, 20)); 
sliders2.add(windS = new Scrollbar(Scrollbar.HORIZONTAL, 0, 0, -10,10)); 
sliders2.add(speedS = new Scrollbar(Scrollbar.HORIZONTAL, 0, 0, 1, 

200)); 
graphP. add(sliders2); 

// parameter setup 
repository.changeParams((double)(gravS.getValue()) /100.0, 

(double)(strS.getValue()), 
(double)(windS.getValue()) / 100.0, 
(int)(speedS. get ValueO)); 

gravL.setText("Gravity: " + repository.readGravityO); 
strL.setText("Strength: " + repository.readStrength()); 
windL.setTextC'Wind: " + repository.readWind()); 
speedL.setTextC'Sim Speed: " + repository.readSpeed()); 

// nextState is our simulation engine. Here we're setting it ready, 
mnner = new nextState(scene, graph, this); 
mnner. startO; 

} 

// if one of the sliders was changed... 
public boolean handleEvent(Event evt) { 

if (evt.id == Event.SCROLL_ABSOLUTE II 
evt.id == Event.SCROLL_LINE_DOWN II 
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} 

evt.id == Eyent.SCROLL_LINE_UP II 
evt.id == Eyent.SCROLL_PAGE_DOWN II 
evt.id == Event.SCROLL_PAGE_UP) { 
repository.changeParams((double)(grayS.getValue()) / 100.0, 

(double)(strS.getValue()), 
(double)(windS.getValue()) / 100.0, 
(int)(speedS. getValue())); 

gravL.setTextC'Gravity: " + repository.readGravityO); 
StrL.setTextCStrength: " + repository.readStrength()); 
WindL.setTextC'Wind: " + repository.readWind()); 
SpeedL.setTextC'Sim Speed: " + repository.readSpeedO); 

retum tme; 
} 

retum super.handleEvent(evt); 

// user can "tilt" the cart (hidden feature) 
public boolean keyDown(Event evt, int key) { 

if(key==Event.LEFT) { 
repository.setforce(repository.readforce() - 1); 

} else if (key == Event.RIGHT) { 
repository.setforce(repository.readforce() +1); 

} else retum false; 
retum tme; 

} 

// if one of the buttons was hit 
public boolean action(Event e. Object arg) { 

if (arg.equals("Reset Position")) { 
repository.setx((2*r_g.nextDouble())-1); 
repository. settheta(( 1.57*r_g.nextDouble())-0.785); 
repository.setdx(O.O); 
repository.setdtheta(O.O); 
repository. setforce(O); 

} else if (arg.equals("Forget All")) { 
repository.makerequestO; 

} else retum false; 
scene.repaintO; 
graph.repaintO; 
retum tme; 

} 

//{{DECLARE_CONTROLS 
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} 

// this class serves as a "bank" for all the shared variables. It 
// enforces synchronization so one thread cannot participate in a 
// race condition with another, 
class repository_obj { 

double gravity, strength, wind; 
int speed; 

double X, theta; 
double force; 
double dx, dtheta; 

boolean forget_request = false; 

public synchronized void changeParams(double g, double s, double w, int sp) { 
gravity = g; 
strength = s; 
wind = w; 
speed = sp; 

} 

public synchronized void setx(double newx) { x = newx; } 
public synchronized double readx() { retum x; } 
public synchronized void settheta(double newtheta) { theta = newtheta; } 
public synchronized double readtheta() { retum theta; } 
public synchronized void setdx(double newdx) { dx = newdx; } 
public synchronized double readdx() { retum dx; } 
public synchronized void setdtheta(double newdtheta) { dtheta = newdtheta; } 
public synchronized double readdtheta() { retum dtheta; } 
public synchronized void setforce(double newforce) { force = newforce; } 
public synchronized double readforce() { retum force; } 
public synchronized void makerequest() { forget_request = tme; } 
public synchronized boolean checkrequest() { 

if (forget_request == false) 
retum false; 

else { 
forget_request = false; 
retum tme; 

} 
} 

public synchronized double readGravityO { 
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retum gravity; 
} 

public synchronized double readStrength() { 
retum strength; 

1 

public synchronized double readWind() { 
retum wind; 

} 

public synchronized int readSpeed() { 
retum speed; 

} 
} 

// This is our simulation engine, 
class nextState extends Thread { 

SceneCanvas scene; 
GraphCanvas graph; 
neural_network nn = new neural_network(); 
java.util.Random r_g = new Random(); 
static double[] d = new double[4]; 
double maxdx, maxdtheta; 
double gravity, strength, wind; 
broom parent; 
int speed; 

public nextState(SceneCanyas s, GraphCanvas g, broom par) { 
scene = s; 
graph = g; 
parent = par; 

// "maximum" dx and dtheta are unknown — how do we normalize 
// inputs? We take max of both known at the time and normalize 
// on this. Not perfect, but it works, 
maxdx = 0.00001; 
maxdtheta = 0.00001; 

) 

public void mn() { 
double output, output2; 

int count=l; 
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// sets simulation engine to a low priority (to prevent lockups) 
setPriority(2); 
while (tme) { 

if (count>200) 
{break;} 
count=count+l; 

// do the backpropagation 
nn.back_prop(parent.repository.readtheta() + 

(parent.repository.readdthetaO + 
parent.repository.readGrayity()*parent.repository.readtheta() + 
parent.repository.readWind()), 

parent.repository.readxO + 
parent.repository.readdxO); 

// perform mechanics 
parent.repository.setdx(parent.repository.readdx() + 

0.01*parent.repository.readforce()); 
if (parent.repository.readdxO > maxdx) 

maxdx = parent.repository.readdxO; 
parent. repository. setdtheta(parent .repository. readdtheta() + 

0.4*parent.repository.readforce()+parent.repository.readGrayity()*parent.repository.readt 
hetaO 
+ parent.repository.readWindO); 

if (parent.repository.readdthetaO > maxdtheta) 
maxdtheta = parent.repository.readdthetaO; 

parent.repository.setx(parent.repository.readx() + 
parent.repository.readdxO); 

if (parent.repository.readxO >= 1.0) { 
parent.repository.setx( 1.0); 
parent.repository.setdx(O.O); 
parent.repository.setforce(O.O); 

} else if (parent.repository.readxO <= -1.0) { 
parent.repository.setx(-1.0); 
parent.repository.setdx(O.O); 
parent.repository.setforce(O.O); 

} 
if ((parent.repository.readthetaO < 1.57) && 

(parent.repository.readthetaO > -1.57)) { 
parent.repository.settheta(parent.repository.readtheta() + 

parent.repository.readdthetaO); 
} 
if ((parent.repository.readthetaO >= 1.57) II 

(parent.repository.readthetaO <= -1.57) 
II (parent.repository.readxO == 1.0) II 

(parent.repository.readxO == -1.0)) { 
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parent.repository.setx((2*r_g.nextDouble())-1); 
parent.repository.settheta(( 1.57*r_g.nextDouble())-0.785); 
parent.repository.setdx(O.O); 
parent.repository.setdtheta(O.O); 
parent.repository.setforce(O); 

} 
// update screen 
graph.plotPoint(parent.repository.readx(), 

parent.repository.readthetaO, parent.repository.readforceO); 
scene.repaintO; 
graph.repaintO; 
d[0] = (parent.repository.readx()+l)/2; 
d[l] = (parent.repository.readdx()+maxdx)/(maxdx*2); 
d[2] = (parent.repository.readtheta()+1.57)/3.14; 
d[3] = (parent.repository.readdtheta()+maxdtheta)/(maxdtheta*2); 
// change inputs to neural net 
nn. alter_inputs(d); 
output = nn.calcO - 0.5; 
output2 = nn.calc2() - 0.5; 
parent.repository.setforce((output + (output2 / 4)) * 

parent.repository.readStrengthO); 
// put thread to sleep 
try{ 

Thread.sleep(200 - parent.repository.readSpeed()); 
} catch (IntermptedException e) { 

System.out.printlnC'Uh oh."); 
} 
yieldO; 
if (parent.repository.checkrequestO == tme) { 

nn.forgetO; 
} 

} 
I 

} 

// this class draws the scene 
class SceneCanvas extends Canvas { 

int graphWidth, graphHeight; 
Image dbl_bufr; 
boolean bufr_exists = false; 
Graphics bg; 
repository_obj repository; 

public SceneCanvas(repository_obj repnew) { 
repository = repnew; 
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} 

repository.setx(O.O); 
repository.settheta(0.1); 
repository.setforce(O.O); 
repository.setdx(O.O); 
repository.setdtheta(O.O); 

public void changeX(double newX) { 
repository.setx(newX); 

} 

public void paint(Graphics g) { 
if (bufr_exists == false) { 

graphWidth = size(). width; 
graphHeight = size().height; 
dbl_bufr = createImage(graphWidth, graphHeight); 
bufr_exists = tme; 

} 
bg = dbl_bufr.getGraphics(); 
bg.setColor(Color. white); 
bg.fillRect(0,0,graphWidth,graphHeight); 
bg.setColor(Color.black); 
bg.fillRect((int)(graphWidth/2+repository.readx()*graphWidth/2-10), 

graphHeight-10,20,10); 
bg.drawLine((int)(graphWidth/2+repository.readx()*graphWidth/2), 

graphHeight-10, 
(int)(graphWidth/2+repository.readx()*graphWidth/2 + 

(Math.min(graphWidth,graphHeight)/2*Math.cos(1.57075-repository.readtheta()))), 
(int)(graphHeight-10 -

(Math.min(graphWidth,graphHeight)/2*Math.sin(1.57075-repository.readtheta())))); 
g.drawlmage(dbl_bufr, 0, 0, null); 
bg.disposeO; 

} 

public void mypaint() { 
paint(getGraphics()); 

} 

public void update(Graphics g) { 
paint(g); 

} 
} 

// this class draws the scrolling graph 
class GraphCanvas extends Canvas { 
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int graphWidth, graphHeight; 
Image dbl_bufr; 
boolean bufr_exists = false; 
Vector xHistory = new Vector(); 
Vector thetaHistory = new Vector(); 
Vector forceHistory = new Vector(); 
Color myGrey = new Color(170, 170, 170); 
Graphics bg; 

public void plotPoint(double x, double theta, double force) { 
xHistory.addElement(newDouble(x)); 
thetaHistory.addElement(newDouble(theta)); 
forceHistory.addElement(newDouble(force)); 
if (xHistory.sizeO > graphWidth/5) 

xHistory .removeElementAt(O); 
if (thetaHistory.sizeO > graphWidth/5) 

thetaHistory .remoyeElementAt(O); 
if (forceHistory.sizeO > graph Width/5) 

forceHistory.remoyeElementAt(O); 
} 

public void paint(Graphics g) { 
if (bufr_exists == false) { 

graphHeight = size().height; 
graphWidth = size().width; 
dbl_bufr = createlmage(graphWidth, graphHeight); 
bufr_exists = tme; 

} 
bg = dbl_bufr.getGraphics(); 
bg.setColor(Color.black); 
bg.fillRect(0,0,graphWidth,graphHeight); 
bg.setColor(myGrey); 
bg.drawLine(0,graphHeight/2,graphWidth,graphHeight/2); 
bg.drawLine(0,graphHeight/4,graphWidth,graphHeight/4); 
bg.drawLine(0,3*graphHeight/4,graphWidth,3*graphHeight/4); 
bg.drawLine(graphWidth/2,0,graphWidth/2,graphHeight); 
bg.drawLine(graphWidth/4,0,graphWidth/4,graphHeight); 
bg.drawLine(3*graphWidth/4,0,3*graphWidth/4,graphHeight); 
for (int i=l; i<xHistory.size(); i++) { 

bg.setColor(Color.red); 
bg.drawLine(5*(i-l), 

(int)(graphHeight/2-(((Double)(xHistory.elementAt(i-
l))).doubleValue())*graphHeight/2), 

5*i, 
(int)(graphHeight/2-(((Double)(xHistory.elementAt(i))).doubleValue())*graphHeight/2)); 
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bg.setColor(Color.blue); 
bg.drawLine(5*(i-l), 

(int)(graphHeight/2-(((Double)(thetaHistory.elementAt(i-
l))).doubleValue()/1.57075)*graphHeight/2), 

5*i, 
(int)(graphHeight/2-
(((Double)(thetaHistory.elementAt(i))).doubleValue()/1.57075)*graphHeight/2)); 

bg.setColor(Color.green); 
bg.drawLine(5*(i-l), 

(int)(graphHeight/2-(((Double)(forceHistory.elementAt(i-
l))).doubleValue()/10)*graphHeight/2), 

5*i, 
(int)(graphHeight/2-
(((Double)(forceHistory.elementAt(i))).doubleValue()/10)*graphHeight/2)); 

} 
g.drawlmage(dbl_bufr, 0, 0, null); 
bg.disposeO; 

} 

public void mypaint() { 
paint(getGraphics()); 

} 

public void update(Graphics g) { 
paint(g); 

} 

} 

// used for sigmoid (doesn't exist in Java library) 
class nn_math { 

public static double sigmoid(double x) { 
retum (1 / (1 + Math.exp(O.O-x))); 

} 
} 

// following are our neurons 
class generic_neuron { 

Vector weights = new Vector(); 
double inSum; 

public void add_weight(double w) { 
weights.addElement(new Double(w)); 

} 
} 
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class input_neuron extends generic_neuron { 
double in_yalue; 

public double calc() { 
retum nn_math.sigmoid(in_yalue); 

} 
} 

class hidden_neuron extends generic_neuron { 
Vector src = new Vector(); 
Vector wt = new Vector(); 
Vector dW = new Vector(); 
Random r_g = new Random(); 
double bias = l-(r_g.nextDouble()*2); 

public void addSource(input_neuron i, double weight) { 
src.addElement(i); 
wt.addElement(new Double(weight)); 
dW.addElement(new Double(O)); 

} 

public void forget() { 
for (int i=0; i<wt.size(); i++) { 

wt.setElementAt(new Double(l-(r_g.nextDouble()*2)), i); 
} 
bias = l-(r_g.nextDouble()*2); 

} 

public double calc() { 
double temp = 0.0; 

for (int i=0; i<src.size(); i++) { 
temp += 
nextState.d[i] 

* ((Double)(wt.elementAt(i))).doubleValue(); 
} 
temp += bias; 

retum nn_math.sigmoid(temp); 

} 

} 

class output_neuron extends generic_neuron { 
Vector src = new Vector(); 
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Vector wt = new Vector(); 
Vector dW = new Vector(); 
Random r_g = new Random(); 
double bias = l-(r_g.nextDouble()*2); 

public void addSource(hidden_neuron i, double weight) { 
src.addElement(i); 
wt.addElement(newDouble( weight)); 
dW.addElement(new Double(O)); 

} 

public void forget() { 
for (int i=0; i<wt.size(); i++) { 

wt.setElementAt(new Double(l-(r_g.nextDouble()*2)), i); 
} 
bias = l-(r_g.nextDouble()*2); 

} 

public double calc() { 
double temp = 0.0; 

for (int i=0; i<src.size(); i++) { 
temp += 
((hidden_neuron)(src.elementAt(i))).calc() 

* ((Double)(wt.elementAt(i))).doubleValueO; 
} 
temp += bias; 

} 

retum nn_math.sigmoid(temp); 
} 

class neural_network { 
Vector in = new Vector(); 
Vector hid = new Vector(); 
output_neuron out = new output_neuron(); 
output_neuron out2 = new output_neuron(); 

public neural_network() { 
hidden_neuron temp; 
java.util.Random r_g = new Random(); 

for (int i=0; i<4; i++) 
in.addElement(new input_neuron()); 

for(inti=0;i<5; i++) { 
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} 

temp = new hidden_neuron(); 
for(intj=0;j<4;j++) 

temp.addSource((input_neuron)(in.elementAt(j)), 
1 -(r_g.nextDouble()*2)); 

hid.addElement(temp); 
} 
for (int i=0; i<5; i++) { 

out.addSource((hidden_neuron)(hid.elementAt(i)), 
l-(r_g.nextDouble()*2)); 

out2.addSource((hidden_neuron)(hid.elementAt(i)), 
l-(r_g.nextDouble()*2)); 

} 

public void forget() { 
for (int i=0; i<5; i++) { 

((hidden_neuron)(hid.elementAt(i))).forget(); 
} 
out.forgetO; 
out2.forget(); 

} 

public void alter_inputs(double[] inv) { 
for (int i=0; i<4; i++) 

((input_neuron)(in.elementAt(i))).in_value = inv[i]; 
} 

public double calc() { 
retum out.calc(); 

} 

public double calc2() { 
retum out2.calc(); 

} 

public void back_prop(double actual_theta, double actual_x) { 
double adj_theta; 
double adj_x; 
double nn_theta; 
double nn_x; 
double gradW; 
double temp, calctemp; 
double oldW, alpha; 
double beta_o = 0.1; 
double beta_h = 0.1; 
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adj_theta = (actual_theta+1.57075)/3.1415; 
adj_x = (actual_x + I.O) / 2.0; 
nn_theta = calc(); 
nn_x = calc2(); 
alpha = 0.3; 

double[] e = new double[2]; 
e[0] = adj_theta - nn_theta; 
e[l] = adj_x -nn_x; 

double[] t = new double[5]; 
for(inti=0; i<5; i++) 

t[i] = ((hidden_neuron)(hid.elementAt(i))).calc() * 
(1 - ((hidden_neuron)(hid.elementAt(i))).calc()) * 
((((Double)(out.wt.elementAt(i))).doubleValue() * 
e[0]) + (((Double)(out2.wt.elementAt(i))).doubleValue() * 
e[l])); 

double[][] dout = new double[5][2]; 
for (inti=0; i<5; i++) 

dout[i][0] = beta_o * ((hidden_neuron)(hid.elementAt(i))).calc() * 
e[0]; 

for(inti=0; i<5; i++) 
dout[i][I] = beta_o * ((hidden_neuron)(hid.elementAt(i))).calc() * 

e[l]; 

double[][] din = new double[4][5]; 
for (int i=0; i<5; i++) 

for(intj=0;j<4;j++) 
din|j][i] = beta_h * nextState.d[j] * t[i]; 

double[] dbiaso = new double[2]; 
dbiaso[0] = beta_o * e[0]; 
dbiaso[l] = beta_o * e[I]; 
double dbiasi = beta_h * e[0]; 

for (inti=0; i<5; i++) { 
double temp2 = ((DoubIe)(out.wt.elementAt(i))).doubleValue(); 
out.wt.setElementAt(new Double(temp2 + dout[i][0]), i); 
out.bias += dbiaso [0]; 
temp2 = ((Double)(out2.wt.elementAt(i))).doubleValue(); 
out2.wt.setElementAt(new Double(temp2 + dout[i][l]), i); 
out2.bias += dbiaso[I]; 

} 
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for(inti=0;i<5;i++) 
for(intj=0;j<4;j++){ 

double temp2 = 
((Double)(((hidden_neuron)(hid.elementAt(i))).wt.elementAt(j))).doubleValue(); 

((hidden_neuron)(hid.elementAt(i))).wt.setElementAt(new 
Double(temp2 + din[j][i]), j); 

} 
} 

} 
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